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Corrigendum to “Turnstiles and bifurcators: The disequilibrium
converting engines that put metabolism on the road”
[Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1827 (2013) 62–78]
Elbert Branscomba,⁎, Michael J. Russell b
a Institute for Genomic Biology, UIUC, Champaign-Urbana, IL, USA
b Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USAThe ﬁrst equation in the paper, Section 1.1.2, p2, appeared as
ΔG ¼−kT ATP½ = ADP½  Pi½ 
ATP½ eq= ADP½ eq Pi½ eq
 
whereas there should have been a natural log symbol in front of the square brackets on the right hand side; that is, the equation should have
read:
ΔG ¼−kT ln ATP½ = ADP½  Pi½ 
ATP½ eq= ADP½ eq Pi½ eq
 
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